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NEW QUESTION: 1
After configuring EM in the CUCM cluster, the users are receiving a "Host Not Found" error
message after pressing the Services button. What should be done to fix this problem?
A. Start the EM service and reset the phones.
B. Associate the EM service to the phones and reset the phones.
C. Set IP address instead of hostnames on the URL and reset the phones.
D. Reset the CCM service on each mode starting with the publisher.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A patient that has TB can be taken off restrictions after which of the following parameters have
been met?
A. Normal body temperature for 48 hours.
B. Negative culture results.
C. Non-productive cough for 72 hours.
D. After 30 days of isolation.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Negative culture results would indicate absence of infection.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure DevOps organization named Contoso and an Azure DevOps project named
Project1.
You plan to use Microsoft-hosted agents to build container images that will host full Microsoft
.NET Framework apps in a YAML pipeline in Project1.
What are two possible virtual machine images that you can use for the Microsoft-hosted agent
pool? Each
correct answer presents a complete solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

A. ubuntu-16.04
B. vs2017-win2016
C. macOS-10.13
D. vs.2015-win2012r2
E. win1803
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
https://github.com/microsoft/azure-pipelines-image-generation/blob/d80f81d6c98f8ce2c74b0
34309bb774ea8d31cfb/images/win/Vs2015-Server2012R2-Readme.md
https://github.com/actions/virtual-environments/blob/master/images/win/Windows2016-Rea
dme.md

NEW QUESTION: 4
Sie haben einen Server namens SQL1, auf dem SQL Server 2012 installiert ist. SQL1 hostet eine
Datenbank mit dem Namen Database1.
Datenbank1 enthält eine Tabelle mit dem Namen Tabelle1. Tabelle 1 ist basierend auf dem Feld
Datum auf fünf Dateigruppen aufgeteilt.
Das Schema von Tabelle 1 ist wie in der folgenden Tabelle gezeigt konfiguriert.
Tabelle 1 enthält die in der folgenden Tabelle aufgeführten Indizes.
Sie müssen eine Indexstrategie empfehlen, um die Leistung für die Abfragen zu maximieren, die
die für Tabelle 1 verfügbaren Indizes verwenden.
Welche Art von Indexspeicher sollten Sie empfehlen? Ziehen Sie zum Beantworten den
entsprechenden Indexspeichertyp auf den richtigen Index im Antwortbereich.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Index Storage Type
Designing a partitioned index independently (unaligned) of the base table can be useful in the
following cases:
- The base table has not been partitioned.
- The index key is unique and it does not contain the partitioning column of the table.
- You want the base table to participate in collocated joins with more tables using different join
columns.
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